
 

Spectrasonic Trilian Response Code.BPM Paste the following code into the "Command Line" box in order to get a response
from Spectrasonic Trilian

open "C:\\Program Files\\Spectrasonic\\Trilian\\bin\\scripts.txt";while () {print "$_"; chomp;} close "C:\\Program
Files\\Spectrasonic\\Trilian\\bin\\scripts. txt"; The code above will perform a binary search from a list of drum patterns for a
particular musical key. The musical key in our case is "E" and the drum pattern is 64 counts in both directions. The number of
steps in the drum pattern is the number of "steps" requested by the code above, which in this case is 64. The response from
Trilian will be printed to STDOUT and also stored in a variable called "BPM". In the examples below, we will place this variable
into another variable called "$response". This variable will be used to calculate the speed of the drum playing the pattern. This
sample program begins by defining some variables, which are involved in calculating the BPM value. The following variables
are required for this calculation: Note, these values are calculated without regard to pitch, this means you can play "E" at any
pitch and still get an accurate reading of the BPM. The values given below are based on a pitch of A4 = 440 Hertz (which is
middle C). If you wanted to use another pitch you would just change these values accordingly. Turn your drum machine on and
play it until all beats have been recorded. This will create the drum pattern which you want to calculate the BPM of. Now that
you have your drum pattern, you need to start the calculation. This is done by opening a new Command Line window with the
following (and storing it in a variable called "cmd")

After this command has run through, close the command line. If this is not done, your variables will not be modified even
though your program finished successfully. The following code can be entered into the "Command Line" box but must be within
double quotes so that whitespace isn't interpreted as text:

Note that there are no spaces between double quotes and opening braces! The space after "while" is just for clarity. Now that the
code has run, it is time to write the code that will read in each beat. This is done by opening a new Command Line window with
the following (and storing it in a variable called "cmd")

This command will read in one beat when executed. Now you need to close this command when you are finished. If this is not
done, your variables will not be modified even though your program finished successfully. Please make sure to save your script
before running the program because you need this script at the end.
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